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A Note

By Dana Dart-Mclean

Morgan asked me to contribute a note to this
book. I offer a prelude.
In the field today, ideas, figures, ethics, and
materials enter and exit with seemingly equal
weight. On my blog, I tried to talk about
Walt Whitman as a figure of conjunction, a
cultural and historical referential shape allowing access to contiguity, while also a
man, while a quotation, while a chance,
while also a punchline. Ha, ha, I think I
failed to articulate this understanding because the landscape is too malleable and
the blog is too lite. It floated away. Morgan
is living these problems. I think her art practice opens up a synthesis of possibilities for
personal projection into shared spaces. She
does it in a way that is intuitively and humorously engaged with the everyday, while
retaining an intellectual rigour and fortitude.
The focus on the material makes it more than
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a game and also a meditation. Lean in, this is
the stamp on the archway, beyond this is the
road she paved.
When Joni Mitchell was a teenager, she and
her best friend Liz rebelled against their
small town lives by dyeing their clothes and
hitchhiking. They sort of had their own cult.
For a year, Liz wore all brown, hand-dyed,
and Joni wore all green. Once two Russian
men in a hot rod gave them a ride over the
bridge. I think they were high. The full moon
shone low in the sky as they slowly eased
over the bridge. Joni had a palpable sense
of time speeding by and also of time forever
stretched, a simultaneously ecstatic sense of
finitude and possibility. Also, without complication, her sense of adventure and its actuality overlapped, occurring in the naive theatre
of their youthful friendship, taking the form
of a red, 1984 Firebird swerving over the
bridge.
It’s hard to retain a simple sense of the relations between symbolic transformation
and actual change. Actual change is often
disappointing. To retain faith in this relation-

ship involves believing not only in dreams
as a potential space, but also in the common aspects of this space. Not only must
the dream room offer a door large enough
for other people to fit through, it must have
recognizable furniture, so there is somewhere for us to sit. It’s a robust character
who attempts this kind of public dreaming.
Joni said, “I think it must require a certain
delight in your own foolish wonder at the
world, a confidence in the value of breaths
and days becoming marked by living them.
Disappointment, even, is part of learning the
dance moves. And the movement is of symbols and experience in equanimous relation
made available through encounters with arrangements of material. Looking at the moon
through a cracked windshield becomes a
currency, traded freely with your friends.
‘Here, take this coin.’” She’s right to point to
a balancing act.
Later Joni and Liz sat by the creek. The creek
roiled gently over the rocks and pop cans.
The wind blew cool against their cheeks.
Joni adjusted her knit cap and leaned her
head back. “Do you hear that?” she asked.
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Liz stuck the end of a twig in the creek. “No,
what?” she said. “It’s the freight train going
around the bend,” said Joni. “Oh, now I hear
it,” said Liz.

17
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1) Do you remember
when you were a young,
clumsy child and you
spilled orange juice
at the kitchen table?
Suddenly you were
the culprit of a mess,
perhaps the instigator
of family drama without
your appropriate
participation.

2) Picture yourself walking
in the street, having an
imaginary conversation
with Queen Elizabeth.
You almost walk into
oncoming traffic, but you
are snapped back into the
concrete world through
the jarring reminder of
your physicality: the
horn sounds! What just
happened?
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One moment violently composites into
the next, yet the moments in between the
position of inner life and the position of
outer form are unclear.1 This interminable
moment can be regarded as a transient
and potentially magical, spiritual, or even
dangerous break in one’s linear experience
of time. These quotidian situations
exemplify an ineffable interuption between
one’s physical and one’s psychological
experiences. This dialectic demands further
exploration regarding the dramatic nature in
which we see the world as oppositional: of
spirit and matter; of subject and object; of
self and the world.
The two earlier examples exemplify my dizzying investigation of dualism and specifically my lived exploration of this tension
between thought and form. The ideas insinuated by the quiet moment of spilling orange
juice and the aggressive horn jolting one
back into reality could easily be dismissed as
regular occurrences in life. But if these moments are to be regarded as deeply

1. Paul Virilio, Aesthetics of Disappearance. (New York: Semiotext(e)/
Foreign Agents, 2009), 1.

fascinating, many aspects of life would reveal themselves as dynamically composited
with tension.
I see plainly how external images in		
fluence the image I call my body; they
transmit movement to it. And I also 		
see how this body influences external 		
images; it gives back movement to 		
them. My body is, then, an aggregate 		
of the material world, an image which
acts like other images, receiving and 		
giving back movement. 2
When a child gets angry after bumping
into a table, she transfers her frustration
too quickly to the object, disallowing her
to really see her own aggression. Gaston
Bachelard further concurs, “Psychologists
commonly note that children will strike out
in sudden anger at a table they have just
bumped into.” 3 To the mind of a subject
who concludes that the world is composed
of hard and concrete forms, the material
world appears a violent, impenetrable place
that must be overcome with violence.
2. Henri Bergson, Matter and Memory (New York: Double Day Anchor
Books,1959),4.
3. Gaston Bachelard, “The Dialectic of Imaginary Energies: The Resistant
World” in Earth and Reveries of Will: An Essay on the Imagination of
Matter (Dallas: Dallas Institute of Humanities and Culture, 2002), 13.
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To do this, one must compile a set of powerful tools and sharp weapons. This aggression
can be alleviated by considering the world
as not composed of specifically resistant
matter, but of flexible, imaginary signifiers,
capable of being embedded with history,
culture, movement, language and esoteric
meaning. “Brick and mortar have deeper
secrets than wood or fell, sweet Isabel.” 4
When imbuing a form with meaning, a
metaphor of charging is often used. This
charge is electric: positive and negative
energies are pulled together to create contradictory matter. We charge ourselves with
information gathered from various forms of
experience, with food, objects and fashion.
These examples could be regarded as the
very sharp tools one needs in order to survive the resistant world.
Your Thinking Space

To feel we are located in and even
confined to our bodies yet at the
same time alienated from them is
ingrained in the modern identity and
individualism is part and parcel of
it. In the Pre-Romantic period, medieval descriptions of the humor theo
ry of disease, as well as popular be
liefs in magic, in unseen beings that
affect or even enter one’s own body,
these notions suggest a more open
boundary between the psychical and
physical body, the self and the
world.5
If we are willing to subvert the concrete
nature of the boundaries we create, as said
by Anne Klein, specifically between the
parameters of our bodies and of all that
exists outside of our bodies, we could create an insightful shift in understanding the
manifold meanings in matter. For instance,
weapons are an explicit object that embodies oppositional tendencies. In action, a
weapon such as a sword becomes dramatically charged with the soldier’s intention
awakening in him a tactile nightmare.
4.Ibid.
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5. Anne C. Klein, “Grounding and Opening” in Being Bodies: Buddhist
Women on the Paradox of Embodiment, ed. Lenore Friedman, Susan
Moon (Shambhala Publications, 1997), 153.

Perhaps while the soldier uses the weapon,
he perceives himself to hold a powerful
agent of his survival. I argue that his subjective reading of the object transfers to the
object itself. “It touches [him] as [he] touches it, roughly or gently.” 6

					
						

The Crystal Ball
is charged with the intentional
gaze which directs one’s thoughts
to imagine with conviction.

Tension is palpable between the autonomy
of an object and the object’s superimposed
meaning. In this way, an object becomes a
spongy signifier of expansive thought. This
kind of imaginative attitude towards material reality inspires a unique resistance which
can lead to an exhilaration of all forms be-

6. Gaston Bachelard, “The Dialectic of Imaginary Energies: The Resistant
World” in Earth and Reveries of Will: An Essay on the Imagination of Matter (Dallas: Dallas Institute of Humanities and Culture, 2002).

longing to the seemingly demystified, scientific world of understanding. To consider an
idiosyncratic, difficult thing as being radiant
and receptive is to consider a new way of
mediating obstacles and digesting the world.
Sensibly speaking, the notion of philosophically charging or imagining any energy into
a solid form is an exercise in balance. It
prepares one for problem solving issues of
antithetical territories.
Bachelard, Bergson, and Virilio address the
idea of metaphysical dualism in a traditional
Western context. But turning to the Eastern
thinkers, we encounter it in the living tradition of Tantric Buddhism. Tantra, being an
orally transmitted school of thought, has an
enigmatic quality largely due to its reliance
on personal awareness. Through meditation,
yoga, visualization and chanting one reaches
towards the dissolving of subject and object.
The difference between what Bachelard,
Bergson, and Virilio say and what the Tantric
philosophers advocate is thus: according to
the Tantrikas, a dissolving of subject and object is the state of nirvana; to the Westerners
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this dissolving is but a fleeting moment.
Yogic and Tantric thinkers concentrate on
non-dualistic possibilities through the collision of these dualisms directly experienced
in the body. “Yoga is a proving in actual
living of the pattern of reality seen spiritually. We learn it by living it.” 7 This moment
between mental concentration and direct
experience is thought to provide an opportunity for supreme insight.
Therefore when direct experience challenges
the emotional or physical body, it becomes
fragile and charged with stress. This yoga
practice is a designated release of dualities,
causing tears and laughter simultaneously,
and maybe in public.

When in New York, I cooked foods from
scratch, attended farmers markets, andworked in a community garden harvesting
sage in the middle of a multi-faceted and
overwhelming Brooklyn. It seemed as if so
many New Yorkers were operating on smidgens of granola crumbs, pretzels, or convenient hot dogs. Maintaining my apparently
unproductive, personally meaningful activities was a place for designated thinking
time. These activities were ritualized, calming and vital to my overall experience which
was peppered with the usual daily struggles
of feeling fragile in public. I noticed that
these kinds of contradictory lifestyle choices
made me feel balanced. I only realized once
I was away that all the pickles I consumed
were signifiers of continuous transformation
(not to mention, they are a common metaphor denoting a perplexing issue) and tools
to help me digest struggles ( like of hunger)
in the day-to-day. My militant yoga practice
became my sharp tool for defending myself
against the challenging jungle of New York
City. These specific preoccupations radically
changed my dualistic approach to my environment by offering a circular, supernatural

7. Ajit Mookerjee, Tantra Art: Its Philosophy and Physics (New York:
Kumar Gallery, 1966), 9.
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view that greatly aided in my digestion of
the world. Pickles became the first physical
signifier that evoked the ingesting of culture
and idiosyncratic meaning.

POETRY IS
A LIFESTYLE

L
O
O
K

We are walking through
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a museum corridor, making 		
our way to the room of
Southeast Asian artifacts and
remnants:
ritual objects, toys, deity
			
sculptures and crude sand				
stone figures broken off
			
of ancient temple architecture.
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Gilded Tibetan Ritual Sword of Wisdom/
Sword of Discriminating Awareness
18th century
Gilded Bronze
49 cm x 33 cm

		

			
		

Head of a Buddha
Courtesy of LACMA
150-200 India
Mottled red sandstone
Unknown dimensions

					

Head of a Bodhisattva
Courtesy of LACMA
1600 Sri Lanka,
Stucco with Pigment
11 ¼ x 9 x 8 in.

					

Primitive Fork
Unknown date, location,
material and dimensions

Walking Walking Walking Walking Walking
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Speaking of New York, it is chilling to be
confronted with ancient objects in museums. The primitive fork that was once so
charged with a specific family routine and
intention is now merely presented on a
sterile pedestal. How can residual history
inform an artifact that sits alongside a vase
in a room with whispers and hushed audio
tours from headphones? I believe that paranormal energy exudes from these relics,
which are now protected by the museum.
They have absorbed a vast amount of exchanges from observers, sacred and otherwise, unfiltered through a historical narrative and deserve further attention regarding
this enigmatic affect.
Looking at strategies of cultural and historical representation, I am curious how “objectivity has remained a dominant ideal” 8
in terms of the language of museum exhibitions.
What is needed is the subverting of objective
linear histories, autonomous material forms
and the definitive illusion that objects are
succinct, sole representations of culture.

In 1911, Kristian Erslev, the Danish historian wrote, “each and every object is evidence, in itself, that an act has taken place.
Accounts, however, can be the embryo of
the human imagination, bearing no relationship to the outer world”.9 The Head
of a Buddha (Figure 3) is dated to 150-200
B.C.E. and exists in a dimly lit room at the
Los Angeles County Museum of Art’s Asian
Art Section. It is fascinating to imagine how
many hands have made contact with the
receptive sandstone and how its’ image has
been reflected into many people’s internal
practices. I wonder what a professional psychic would have to say about walking into a
museum containing these religious, cultural
artifacts.
But if we could assemble all the 		
states of past, present, and possible, 		
of all conscious beings, we should 		
still only have gathered a very small 		
part of material reality, because im-		
ages outrun perception on every side.
It is just these images that science 		
and metaphysics seek to reconstitute, 		
thus restoring the whole of a 			
8. Camilla Mordhorst, “The Exhibition Narrative in Flux,” Museological
Review, Issue 8 (2002), accessed March 15th, 2011, https://www.le.ac.
uk/museumstudies/research/MuseologicalReview.
9. Ibid.
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chain of which our perception grasps 		
only a few links. 10
To understand the history of a thing is to
place it inside our imaginations, as we observe the physical form in our contemporary
time with our contemporary concerns. I
believe it is impossible to view such a sacred
or idiosyncratic form objectively. For example, imagine yourself a thousand years in
the future trying to solve a multidimensional
puzzle: Claes Oldenburg’s huge soft food
sculptures.
Historical artifacts can be seen not solely as
facts or pure presentations of linear time,
but as objects that ascend the realm of reality. The objects being ancient, idiosyncratic,
or sacred pose questions regarding their

embedded movements, associations and
vast potential pasts. Without an active effort
from the viewer to consider histories that
might digress from formal narratives, “...
the exploded reality is minimized into a slim
and pure logos, without density, without volume, without spread, and whose sole function is to unite as rapidly as possible a cause
and an end.” 11 An intuitive approach to
representing history acknowledges the present person and gives her a feeling of responsibility: she can infer a narrative, rather than
simply to read a flat, fabricated linearity.
I strongly determine that reading the world
must be done in a non-linear fashion, which
is sensitive to the composited in-formation
that goes beyond the conventional relationships involving subject and object. The word
‘project’ suggests progression and openness
to the throwing forth of ideas; therefore, it
is very important to call my creative activity
project-based.			
		
		
Composite Column, In process (Next Page)
Plastered columns, bricks, found objects,
ceramic figurines, abstract pieces, wooden
box with secret matter and television with
looping video
2.5’ x 8.5’

10. Bergson, Henri. Matter & Memory. 225.
11. Ibid.
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My projects arrange and subvert simple
definition by exploring unstable positions
through the use of modular elements. Seeing pieces and pieces in conversation, I find
flexibility within the entire structure of the
installation, which inherently provides an
opportunity for making generative experimental choices. Seeing these pieces of information as part of a puzzle, I can relate
to the world around me as if it requires
playfulness and clairvoyance. Composite
Column is a sculptural composition charged
with tensions of movement, while standing
just barely vertically.
The dialogue of femininity is represented by
the use of ceramic fertility figurines placed
on the cliffs of the column, conversing with
the masculine, which is rampant in the
monumental column structure. I think it is

A ...
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great challenge to describe this entire form
which simultaneously contains polarities,
and this challenge is what forever engages
me. This project then reflects the complex
and ecstatic nature of daily experience, enduring a multiplicity of meaning. Its’ diverse
forms require the viewer to project their
own insightful logic into the composition.
In thinking about projects which resist
direct understanding, I am reminded of the
experience of having a hypothetical nervous
breakdown in response to a poem or novel.
Digesting a poem which contains disparate
words and moods per line, the reader is
confronted with the potency of this unintelligible energy. Maybe it reminds people to
relax away from conventional forms of understanding. Despite one’s mental struggle
within the framework of viewing art or

reading, one eventually finds a personal
meaning which they may keep private for it
does not comply within popular vocabulary.
I am interested in making this struggle for
the creation of meaning public.
An apple salad with walnuts and cinnamon
sticks. Some people might add beautiful
herbs or a particular cheese, or a secret
family ingredient!
Imagine an original casserole composed of
many leftovers.
These strategies of experimentation require
a time and place open enough to accepting
and nurturing this kind of unconventional
free-thought.
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(Left Previous Page)
Caryatid
Marble
Courtesy of the British Museum
Erechtheion, Athens, 421-407 B.C.E.
			
(Right Previous Page)
Morgan Ritter
Composite Column
			
Plastered columns, bricks, found objects,
		
ceramic figurines, abstract pieces, wooden
box with secret matter and television with 		
					
looping video
				
2.5’ x 8.5’

The base of the column structure is a television featuring a dynamic, continuous video
of myself enacting a wigglie-line movement.
This movement calls on an instinctive wigglie motion as perhaps the primordial activity of every corporeal form, 12 seen in the
esoteric yoga practice of Kundalini, where
coiled energy can be released through
movement. The video charges the unstable
configuration of objects and precariously
suggests the danger of toppling over at the
slightest breath too close! Sometimes I add a
small cup of orange juice at the edge of the
column to amplify the tension.

12. Joseph Campbell, Transformations of Myth through Time (New York:
Harper Perennial, 1990), 112.

Supplementing the Composite Column is
a horizontal paper scroll, which I used to
record spontaneous associations beyond
the legible research and meaning of the
Composite Column. I intended to point to
ideas of energetic value exchange by the use
of manic, anecdotal notes and remarks on
ways I understand the components of the
column, and seek to represent the thought
process and research embedded in the materials. A Passage from the scroll reads, “Today I brought the T.V. up and down we used
each other like furniture. I laid on it and
read my new book. The white T.V. is charged
with Bergson’s Matter and Memory.” Though
not always presented on site with this project, the research scroll charges the column
with this idea of exchange. Furthermore, I
believe that composited work reflects the
fragmented state of being human in an ecstatic world of exchanges: images, information and energy.
“Matter is the mirror of our energies, a mirror that focuses our strengths by illuminating them with imaginary gratifications.” 13
In another project, a representation of a
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13. Gaston Bachelard, “The Dialectic of Imaginary Energies” in Earth
and Reveries of Will. (Dallas: Dallas Institute of Humanities and Culture,
2002), 153.

head exists abstractly as a gigantic ceramic
egg-shape; it has a softly lathed wooden
pole vertically extending out of the crown
of the head. On top of the wooden pole is
a shelf to place thoughts upon. The head is
a representation of Joni Mitchell, and her
thoughts are carefully in transmission by use
of an intricately glazed surface of black and
white dots. This dotted motif suggests that
the thought is appearing (or disappearing),
to commemorate her lifetime of lucid and
prolific activity. Her thoughts are concretized as models of or relating to digestion (1.
Apple 2. Cigarette 3. Back-bending Female),
while being unrelated enough to perplex a
viewer’s immediate response; further pressing the butterflies between the formal world
and the amorphous world. 14
Each project feels as though it is an imaginative proposal for maybe how it could
settle in the mind of the viewer as she
pieces together the past, present and future
forms of the idea(s). Ceramic suggestions
are unapologetic, evoking a specific dynamic confrontation of person - to - clay force.
This turmoil with materials is very classic.

14. Vilem Flusser, “Form and Material” in The Shape Of Things (London:
Reaktion Books, 1999), 14.

Picture globby ceramic rings emanating
around a commandingly large lion-headed
doorknocker who has a tear on its’ dotted black and white face. Each knocker is
treated differently with glaze, shape, and
size alluding to the idea that the knockers
are an implied fashion system of the lion’s.
To see fashion as a composited system of
therapeutic daily activity also sheds light
on fashion’s oppressive quality of regular
and public self - expression. The lion is a
deliberate element in this body of work that
overtly represents an emotional response
of sadness and burden from the material
world.
Most of the knockers appear to be practical and strong, but a few of the rings are
impossible to imagine fitting the lion head
due to their dramatic size discrepancy. This
size-play further involves the viewer to
thoughtfully engage with the project as if it
were a puzzle. The fact that the lion and its
knockers are thought to be animate points
to the poly-potentiality of its arrangement
is for me, an element of defiance. The form
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is defiant in that it cannot be stagnant, packaged, or easily understood at a peripheral
gaze. This unique relationship suggests that
the entire project exists as an instigator of
personal, creative logic. This project advocates the cultural need for more complex
ways of reading visual language and provides insight into the other types of powerful and complex indicators, such as those
instigated through fashion, the intentional,
physical composite.

Lydia Delgado
Yayoi Kusama (Right Page)
Dress with Face			
Self-Obliteration by Dots
1995
						
1968

In thinking about the composited body as

an aggregate of unique, opposing images,
movements, and intentions, I want to pay
due attention to the idea of the body as an
image itself. I believe jumpsuits in particular
can make my body more of an objective tool
for subverting possible parameters and expectations in space. Outrageous makeovers
often inspire a revitalizing attitude in the
subject and this emanates through the physi-

cal body and influences the mental self.
Video Still from
New Fashion Therapy
Brenna Murphy
& Morgan Ritter
		
2011

Fashion can be used superficially as a selfhelp therapy, which permeates the boundaries of the self and the world. Barthes expressed that there is a correlation between
one’s articles of fashion, and one’s articles of
language. 15

The point is directed at ways of intuitively

linking the body to writing, observing mental and physical relationships. Going deeper
into individual notions of charging the
self and the world with private language, I
turn to poet Hannah Weiner, as a record of
clairvoyance and intimate transmission. She
obsessively records her twenty-one day fast
through an extremely personal insistence of
her nervous, electric speech.

		

Hannah Weiner

In her book, The Fast, she expresses her
sensitivity, often pain to objects, colors and
words. She self-medicates her mental conditions by deliberatly surrounding herself
with the color purple. Purple clothing and

15. Barthes, Roland. “The Fashion System” and “Conversations on a
Scientific Poem” in The Grain of the Voice. (Chicago: Northwestern
University Press, 2009).
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the idea of purple furnishings heal her. She
avoids metal objects. Multiple voices are
dictated through unique treatments of the
text. Each of her choices whether personal
or formal are treated with a great amount of
consideration.
She understood that if the heart of poetry
were a revolutionary display of the medium
of writing, then this would also mean that
the writing, and writer herself, became a
medium. She then became the actual site
for her deliberate experiments with language and conciousness.

I am putting makeup on empty space
all patinas convening on empty space
rouge blushing on empty space
I am putting makeup on empty space
pasting eyelashes on empty space
painting the eyebrows of empty space
piling creams on empty space
painting the phenomenal world
I am hanging ornaments on empty space
gold clips, lacquer combs, plastic hairpins
on empty space
I am sticking wire pins into empty space
I pour words over empty space, enthrall the
empty space
packing, stuffing jamming empty space
spinning necklaces around empty space
Fancy this, imagine this: painting the phenomenal world
bangles on wrists
pendants hung on empty space
I am putting my memory into empty
space… 16

16. Anne Waldman, Excerpt from “Makeup on Empty Space” (Poem
presented at the annual meeting for the Anne Waldman Symposium at
the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan) March 13-15,
2002.

Poet Anne Waldman makes literary parallels to these ideas of materiality through the
philosophical exploration of her world. She
uses a disjunctive treatment of content to
challenge formal narratives. In her poem,
Makeup on Empty Space, immateriality
succumbs to its medium. The poem is a
declarative anthem wherein abstract moments of modification struggle for imaginary existence (in public) (in a poem). It is
in the spirit of this poem where my work exists: through the impossible being rendered
as imaginary. Charged objects become
the physical parallel to concrete poetry;
a shape, a form is charged with language.
My projects are compositions of imaginary
energies and require deep contemplation as
if they were psycho puzzles, pickles, or visual yogic exercises. Each of my projects are
poetic models to understand the complex
world with.
To alleviate merely superficial ways of seeing and defining the world, I am defiantly
suggesting an alternative mode for understanding tension inherent in a complicated
place.

The laborer, a poet with hands that
knead, gently works the sluggish
elasticity of matter until the moment of discovering the extraordinary
sensation of gumminess, the secret
pleasure of matter’s tiny, connecting
threads. 17
Reconsidering hard aspects in life as flexible
and spongy is suggested by use of abstract
description. People may become sensitive
to the ecstatic presence of concrete things,
leading them to become more fluid in navigating mystical territories. This alternative
mode of understanding insists that reverie is
the most powerful tool for the invigoration
of resistant form.

17. Gaston Bachelard, Earth and Reveries of Will. 117.
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Your Note Taking Space

DETAIL
Catalogue Presented Upon Entrance (To the Right)
Ceramic, Plaster, Steel, Burlap
2’ x 3.5’
2011

Arnold holding book
Photo by Megan Rose Dutra
		
2011
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Catalogue Presented Upon Entrance
Ceramic, Plaster, Steel, Burlap
2’ x 3.5’
2011

Lion with Knockers
Ceramic, absorbent ground,
concentrated pigments
2’ x 3’
2011
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Composite Column
Plastered columns, bricks,
found objects, ceramic figurines
and abstract pieces, wooden box
with secrets and television with
looping video.
2.5’ x 8.5’
2010-2011
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Head Featuring Thought
(Joni & Her Apple)
Ceramic, Wood, Brick
2’ x 4’
2011

Table with Appearing Ashtray,
Rose Female Back Bending, and
Impenetrable Coin
(Joni & Her Other Three Thoughts
On a Table in a Museum)
Ceramic, Wood, Steel, Glass
2.5’ x 4’
2011

DETAIL
Table with Appearing Ashtray,
Rose Female Back Bending, and
Impenetrable Coin
(Joni & Her Other Three Thoughts
On a Table in a Museum)
Ceramic, Wood, Steel, Glass
2.5’ x 4’
2011

Wiggie Masterpiece
Oil crayon, gouache, acrylic,
letters
2’ x 3’
2011

To Reveal A Very Sharp Tool
Enamel, gouache, acrylic
1.5’ x 2’
2011
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